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WHEAT
All of the wheat markets saw losses to start the week, with small losses for 
MW and double-digit losses for the winter wheat markets.  New contract lows 
were seen in all wheat markets today.  Ample worldwide supplies and losses 
in Paris milling wheat pressured the market.  MW had smaller losses due to 
the past weekend’s winter storm that will likely push back spring planting 
in the Northern Plains and added to concerns that acres will switch away 
from spring wheat.  In export news, Iraq bought 50,000 MT of US wheat and 
50,000 MT of Canadian wheat in their last tender.  Syria bought 200,000 MT 
of Black Sea origin wheat.

All of the wheat markets saw double-digit gains on Tuesday on short 
covering and technical buying, bouncing back from contract lows.  MW 
was also supported by the incoming storm system that will further push 
back spring planting.  That was reflected in IEG Vantage (formerly Informa) 
cutting their estimate of all US wheat acres to 46.722 million, with most of 
the reduction in spring wheat acres.  In export news, Tunisia, Algeria, and 
Japan are currently tendering, with Japan looking for 12,615 MT of US white 
wheat and 22,725 MT of US hard winter wheat.  There are also rumors that 
Iraq is in the market for US wheat.

In Wednesday’s session wheat opened lower overnight and extended session 
losses throughout the day.  Selling was tied to thoughts that Tuesday’s 
gains were overdone due to the fact that there was little news to support 
the rally, other than technical buying from traders as they try to correct 
an oversold market condition.  Today seemed to be more of a test on the 
bears and the funds to see if they would be willing to add short positions at 
these low levels.  Private analysts are starting to release their estimates for 
2019 planted acreage.  Allendale put out an estimate for 47.4 million while 
Vantage is estimating acreage at 46.7 million vs 47.8 million last year.  In 
export news, South Korea is in tendering for 50 TMT of US wheat.

On Thursday wheat opened with strength in the overnight and maintained 
that until a late round of selling stepped in to trim session gains.  By the 
time the dust settled, Mpls and Chicago were higher while KC slipped to 
end steady lower.  Technically wheat has put in a decent performance so 
far this week and is signaling a potential trend change. But confirmation 
is needed from a stronger close Friday.  Last week’s export sales estimate 
was lower than expected.  There has been a lot of wheat sales taking place 
over the past few weeks as Turkey bought 290 TMT, Algeria bought 450 TMT 
of French wheat, and Jordon tendered for 120 TMT.  Traders’ attentions 
are starting to switch toward 2019 acreage and at this point concerns are 
starting to creep into the market as producers start to talk of switching 
acreage from spring wheat to later season crops.  In addition there is talk 
about destroying planted winter wheat acres due to poor stands.  Target 
$6.25 Sept Mpls to advance sales.  

Individual states are releasing Crop Progress/Ratings in the month of March: 
MT: no report, CO: no report, KS: 51% g/e up 3%, OK: 56% g/e up 3%, TX: 
28% g/e down 8%, and IL: no report.  

Last week’s wheat export shipments pace was estimated at 21.8 MB and 
sales were at 9.7 MB.  After 40 weeks, wheat shipments were at 67% of 
USDA’s expectations while sales were at 87% of expectations.  With 12 weeks 
left in wheat’s export marketing year, shipments need to average 26.5 MB 
and sales need to average 10.5 MB to make USDA’s projection of 965 MB.

For the week, May MW was at $5.5475 up 5.5 cents and Sept Mpls was at 
$5.645 up 6.75 cents, Chicago July was at $4.6825 up 20.75 cents, and KC 
July was at $4.5175 up 11.5 cents.



CORN
To start the week corn was slightly higher overnight but was 
pulled down by the lower wheat markets and ended the 
day with losses.  USDA’s report from Friday that increased 
ending stocks by 100 MB continued to weigh on the market.  
USDA cut exports by 75 MB in Friday’s report.  That was 
reinforced by the morning’s export shipments report that 
showed corn has failed to meet the “as needed” pace in 
each of the past seven weeks.  Good growing conditions for 
Brazil’s second crop corn added to the pressure.  CONAB’s 
newest production estimate will come out Tuesday.  Losses 
were limited by thoughts that a late spring will lead to less 
corn acres being planted.

After a quiet overnight session, corn climbed higher 
throughout the day Tuesday on spillover support from 
wheat and ended with gains.  Corn was also supported by 
yet another round of storms in the forecast that will push 
back the start of planting.  IEG Vantage (formerly Informa) 
increased their corn acreage estimate by 180,000 acres 
to 91.771 million acres.  CONAB released their updated 
Brazilian production estimate at 92.8 MMT, up 1.1 MMT 
from last month.  The increase was due in part to a 4% 
increase in second crop corn planted acres.  Texas’s corn 
crop is estimated at 11% planted vs. 24% last year and 16% 
average, as wet conditions have slowed planting.  The EPA 
announced that they are working on finalizing year-round 
E15 rules by the summer driving season.

Corn traded mixed to start Wednesday’s session but managed 
to end the day slightly higher.  Early selling was due to spill 
over pressure from the lower wheat complex.  Unconfirmed 
rumors that China was in and bought US corn overnight 
helped corn firm, but it seems that if China was really in and 
bought US corn, the market would have responded better.  
Most are expecting China will need to import vast amounts 
of corn this year just to replenish government reserves, but 
so far there has been no sign they are.  Light selling came 
from another lost export sale as Taiwan bought 65 TMT of 
Argentina corn.  Allendale is estimating 2019 corn planted 

acreage at 91.475 million vs. 89.1 million last year.

In Thursday’s session corn opened higher in the overnight session 
and held onto its gains throughout the day.  Early support spilled 
over from the higher wheat complex.  Gains were trimmed early 
due to a disappointing export sales estimate.  Light support 
came from reports that South Korea was in and bought 60 TMT 
of US corn.  But on the flip side, Iran bought 200 TMT of Black 
Sea corn.  Light support continued to come from unconfirmed 
rumors that China was in and bought 3 MMT of US corn this 
week.  Just like in wheat, traders’ attentions are starting to turn 
toward 2019 planted acreage and the uncooperative weather 
is starting to lead many to believe corn acres will not increase 
as much as expected.

Target $4.15 Dec to advance sales.

Last week’s corn export shipments pace was at 30.1 MB and sales 
were at 14.6 MB.  After 27 weeks, corn shipments were at 44% 
of USDA’s expectations while sale were at 68% of expectations.  
With 25 weeks left in corn’s export marketing year, shipments 
need to average 53.2 MB and sales need to average 30.6 MB 
to make USDA’s projection of 2.375 BB.  

For the week, May corn was at $3.7325 up 9.0 cents and 
December was at $3.96 up 7.5 cents. 
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SOYBEAN
Soybeans slowly fell throughout Monday’s session to end the 
day with 5 to 6 cent losses.  A lack of progress in US/China 
trade talks weighed on the market as reports are that Xi and 
Trump will not meet in March and the next round of face-to-
face talks at any level have not been scheduled.  USDA did 
report a sale of 926,000 MT of soybeans to China, but that 
was seen as confirmation of rumors from last week and did 
not move the market.  Currently China has bought 11 MMT of 
soybeans this marketing year vs. 28.2 MMT at this time last 
year.  Export shipments were at 32.1 MB with 14.2 MB of that 
going to China.  Harvest progress in Brazil also pressured the 
market as about half of the crop has been harvested.  CONAB’s 
newest estimate will be released Tuesday.

Soybeans ended Tuesday higher on spillover support from 
wheat and corn and decreases in estimates of Brazil’s crop 
and US intended acres.  CONAB’s new estimate of Brazil’s 
crop came in at 113.5 MMT, 1.8 MMT lower than last month’s 
estimate of 115.3 MMT.  It was also lower than the general 
trade production ideas of 114 to 115 MMT.  Meanwhile, AgRural 
updated their estimate of Brazil’s crop to 112.9 MMT from 112.5 
MMT prior.  Brazil’s soybean harvest is still running ahead 
of average at 52% harvested vs. 46% average.  IEG Vantage 
(formerly Informa) reduced their soybean acreage estimate 
by 550,000 acres to 85.494 million acres.

Soybeans climbed throughout Wednesday’s session to end 
with gains due to short covering.  The market is stuck while 
waiting for a resolution to the US/China trade war.  However, 
US Trade Rep. Lighthizer did have some positive comments 
when he testified in front of Congress this week.  USDA’s 
Prospective Plantings report will be released at the end of 
March.  Early private estimates have soybean acres anywhere 
from 3.5 million to 5 million lower than last year’s 89.2 million 
planted acres.  But a late spring could see more acres shift 
from wheat and corn to soybeans.

In Thursday’s session soybeans opened with small losses 
in the overnight session, faded a little more during the day 
session, but managed to trim its losses to end the day.  Losses 
were trimmed early in the session due to support from a 

stronger than expected export sales estimate.  But losses were 
reestablished once the trade realized most of the demand 
previously announced purchases from China.  Losses were 
kept in check from what is expected to be another record 
monthly crush estimate, which will be seen Friday when the 
NOPA crush estimate is released.  Early estimates have the 
crush estimate at 158.7 MB.  The black cloud over soybeans 
continues to be the lack of a trade agreement between the 
US and China.  The only reports on the trade talks are that 
there are no scheduled in person talks but that negotiations 
are continuing.  Selling returned after reports that Trump and 
Xi would not meet in March and that IF they do meet it won’t 
be until April. 

Target $9.85 Nov to advance sales.

Last week’s soybean export shipments pace was estimated at 
32.1 MB and sales were at 70.2 MB.  After 27 weeks, soybean 
shipments were at 53% of USDA’s expectations while sales 
were at 81% of expectations.  With 25 weeks left in soybean’s 
export marketing year, soybean shipments need to average 
35.6 MB and sales need to average 14.5 MB to make USDA’s 
projection of 1.875 BB. 

For the week, May soybeans were at $9.0925 up 13.5 cents 
and November soybeans were at $9.425 up 12.0 cents.  May 
soybean meal was at $310.80 up $7.10.
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CATTLE
Cattle struggled to start the week with both live cattle and 
feeder cattle seeing losses.  The remainder of the week had 
cattle digging themselves out of the hole they were put in, 
but in the end cattle will only see a slight loss for the week.  

Cattle started the week under pressure with both live cattle and 
feeder cattle posting triple digit losses.  Technical selling and 
profit taking was the main reason for the early week pressure.  
Live cattle are overbought and in need of a correction but so 
far weather is keeping sellers at bay.  The lack of a cash trade 
added to the selling pressure.  Tuesday’s performance seemed 
to be driven by spread trading as traders were aggressive 
sellers of cattle and buyers of lean hogs and wheat.  Boxed 
beef prices were higher for the ninth day in a row.

The second half of the week had cattle stabilizing slightly.  
Weather forecast calling for another winter storm in the 
Plains and Midwest helped the cattle rebound.  Feeders 
tried to follow the live cattle, but a firm corn market limited 
the gains.  Cash bids traded at $127, $1 lower than last week.  
Reports had no cattle selling on the FCE Online Auction as 
most passed on offers of $126.50.

Thursday’s session had cattle trading mixed with live cattle 
firm while feeder cattle struggled.  Live cattle were support 
by another winter storm which is moving across the Plains 
and disrupting cattle movement and feedlot performance.  

Feeder cattle contract was under pressure from the lack of 
feedlot demand as feedlots remain unwilling buyers of calves 
due to poor lot conditions.  Feeder cattle also had their gains 
limited by a stronger corn market.  

Live cattle are showing signs of being a little toppy while feeder 
cattle should start to see increasing demand.  Look for a short 
retracement in live cattle (front months) while the feeder cattle 
should see strength as both feedlot demand and grass cattle 
demand should start at about the same time.  

For the week, April live cattle were at $129.10 down 57.5 cents.  
March feeders were at $141.325 down $2.60. 
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CANOLA/SUNFLOWER
Canola spent Monday on the lower side with thin trading as 
tensions between Canada and China continue to weigh on 
the market. The lower soybean market and expectations of 
another big crop in 2019 also pressured canola.  Losses were 
limited by a steady Canadian dollar.

On Tuesday canola finally saw a day that ended with gains, 
as bargain buying and the higher soybean market supported 
canola.  Gains were limited by the ongoing political tensions 
between Canada and China. The market was also pressured 
by large old crop supplies and expectations of another big 
crop this year.

Canola was lower for most of the day on Wednesday but 
did bounce back to end near unchanged. The market was 
pressured by bearish chart signals and worries about Chinese 
demand.  Losses were limited by the higher soybean market

In Thursday’s session canola closed mixed with the old crop 
months firm while new crop was weaker.  Early support 
came from technical buying.  The thought that China could 
be buying Canadian canola due to the recent decline in price 
added support to the old crop months.  New crop was under 
pressure from the expectations of increased acreage.

Thursday’s cash sunflower bids in Fargo were at $17.45.  
Cash canola bids in Velva were at $15.53 and bids in Fargo 
were at $16.65.

For the week, May canola was at $464.80 up $7.50 and 
November canola was at $483.40 up $4.00.  

RECOMMENDATIONS
2017 Corn 2017 Soybeans 2017 Wheat

15% $3.95 4/13/17 10% $10.15 11/22/16 15% $5.65 5/1/17

10% $4.05 6/7/17          25% $9.93 10/12/17 10% $6.05 6/7/17

25% $3.64 2/7/18 40% $10.20 12/6/17 10% $6.35 6/14/17

15% $4.05 5/1/18 15% $10.35 2/21/18 15% $6.48 5/29/18

20% $4.23 5/29/19 25% $6.30 8/9/18

85% 90% 75%

2018 Corn 2018 Soybeans 2018 Wheat

15% $3.94 2/7/18 15% $10.19 12/6/17 25% $6.48 5/29/18

15% $4.06 3/6/18 15% $10.30 2/21/18 25% $6.45 8/9/18

10% $4.19 5/1/18 15% $10.44 3/6/18

10% $4.23 5/29/18 15% $10.47 5/29/18

15% $4.01 8/9/18

65% 60% 50 %

2019 Corn 2019 Soybeans 2019 Wheat

15% $4.10 8/9/18 15% $6.55 8/9/18

15% 15%
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CROP INSURANCE
With this last round of storms, it looks like it could be a late 
and wet spring.  RMA has made quite a few changes to the  
prevent plant guarantees in the past few years.  Here are 
the current PP levels.

Remember you take your planted guarantee times the PP 
level you selected.  The base level is built in to the policy 
and you need to elect the 5% buy-up (PF) by March 15.

Example:

140 corn yield at 75% RP with the PF factor:

140 x 75% x $4.00 = $420 planted guarantee/acre

$420 x 60% = $252/acre PP payment

@MartinsonAg

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of Martinson Ag Risk Management LLC. and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by Martinson Ag Risk Management’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you 

are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading decisions.  DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION 

OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE 

MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated 

historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that Martinson Ag Risk Management believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 

upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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